Incarceration Prevention and Reduction Task Force
Legal and Justice Systems Committee
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m., November 9, 2021, Remote-only virtual meeting
If you require special assistance to participate, please contact the County Council Office at least 96 hours in advance.

Link to join Zoom Webinar
Attendees will join the Zoom Webinar without audio or video controls. Webinar Host will invite attendees to speak
at the appropriate time during the meeting
• Webinar Join Link
• Call in phone number: (253) 215-8782
• Webinar ID: 810 0035 4239
• Password: 17783

AMENDED AGENDA
Land Acknowledgement Statement: Before we begin, we acknowledge that we are gathered on the traditional and
unceded territory of the Lummi, Nooksack, Samish and Semiahmoo People who have cared for and tended this land
since time immemorial. Truth and acknowledgment are critical to building mutual respect and connection across all
barriers of heritage and difference. We begin this effort to acknowledge what has been buried by honoring the truth.
We pay respect to their elders past and present. Please take a moment to consider the many legacies of violence,
displacement, migration, and settlement that bring us together here today. And please join us in uncovering such
truths at any and all public events.
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1. Call to Order
2.

Task Force Communications ............................................................................................................................ 1 – 3
• Action: Identify 2-5 targeted public relations and communication key messages regarding
past, current, or future Task Force initiatives

3. Domestic Violence Offender Treatment
Update on Action Items from October meeting
• Outreach to drug and alcohol treatment providers
• Can the North Sound Behavioral Health Administrative Services Organization (BH-ASO)
advocate for funding for domestic violence offender treatment in the Health Care
Authority contracts with the managed care organizations (tentative)
4. Reentry: Status and Next Steps ....................................................................................................................... 4 – 8
Discussion
5. Status of Law Enforcement Drop-Off at Crisis Stabilization Center
Discussion
6. Agenda Items for December Joint Meeting with Behavioral Health Committee
Discussion
7.

Other Business

8.

Public Comment
1. If you would like to speak, virtually “raise your hand.”
a. Online: select the Raise Hand icon
b. Phone: Press *9

9.

2.

When called upon to speak, unmute your microphone. Inform the Webinar Host if you would like to enable your video
during your comments.

3.
4.

Please state your full name for the record.
Staff will disable your microphone when you are done speaking.

Adjourn
Meeting summary of the previous meeting is included at the end of the packet for information only. Committee members
may suggest changes and/or corrections to the draft summary to jnixon@co.whatcom.wa.us. Audio recordings are
the official meeting record and can be found on the IPRTF and committee website.

Upcoming Meetings
Visit the Task Force website meeting calendar for the most up-to-date meeting schedule
At this time, all meetings are held via remote-only Zoom Webinar
IPR TASK FORCE

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
LEGAL & JUSTICE
COMMITTEE
SYSTEMS COMMITTEE

CRISIS STABILIZATION
FACILITY COMMITTEE

Monthly on
various Mondays
9-11 AM

Monthly, 3rd Tuesday
9:00-10:30 AM

Monthly, 2nd Tuesday
11:30 AM – 1:00 PM

Bi-monthly, 3rd
Thursday
9:30-11:00 AM

November 15
December 13

November 16
December 14 (Joint)

December 14 (Joint)

(None)

INDEX
COMMITTEE

STEERING
COMMITTEE

Bi-monthly, 1st Various Thursdays
Thursday
11:00 AM-12:30
1:30-3:00 PM
PM
(None)

December 2

I.

Background
Whatcom County Incarceration Prevention and Reduction Task Force is a County Councilappointed body of local elected officials, law enforcement and criminal justice officers, courts,
citizens, public health professionals, and social service agencies to reduce incarceration through
enhanced services along the entire continuum of care, from prevention to post-incarceration.
People with mental illness and chemical dependency have a significant impact on the criminal
justice system, jail population, and emergency medical system. Many people return to jail or the
emergency room repeatedly as a result of behavioral health struggles. These individuals, and the
community as a whole, are better served through robust prevention, treatment, and diversion
programs.
Since the Task Force was founded in 2015, it has achieved a number of major accomplishments in
the community. However, those efforts have largely gone unnoticed by our residents. Therefore,
the Task Force will engage a communications strategist individual or team to assist us with
improving our public communication efforts.

II.

Statement of Work
1. Phase 1 - Develop and implement communications campaign
Goal: Work with the IPRTF and its Steering Committee to create a public communication
campaign for 3 or 4 Task Force initiatives, projects, key focus areas, activities, or messages to
communicate to the target audience(s). The goal of the campaign is to significantly raise
awareness of and educate the community about recent achievements and current and future
activities. A successful campaign will use public communication best practices that will enhance
and optimize the IPRTF’s current efforts with:
• Public information and outreach
• Consultation that requests feedback from the public
• Public participation that engages the public in informed dialog with the Task Force
Tasks:
Meet (in-person or remotely) with Steering Committee to:
1. Review overall goals, expectations, and outcomes of the contract
2. Review and refine a core message for 3 or 4 Task Force initiatives and projects
3. Discuss potential target audience groups for each core message
4. Review the Task Force’s current communications efforts and capabilities and discuss
potential improvements
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Analyze and recommend (via written and/or phone consultation) a campaign strategy that can
be implemented immediately. The recommendation will include, for each initiative or project:
1. Final, refined message
2. Target audience group, including local media
3. A toolkit of messaging materials
4. Content distribution channel(s) and/or strategy
Coordinate and conduct campaign for each initiative, once approved by the full Task Force.
All content and messaging must use plain language, using the federal plain language guidelines.
See: https://www.plainlanguage.gov/
Develop a process for evaluating the success of the communication campaign.

2.

Phase 2 - Develop communications framework for future
achievements and initiatives

Goal: Develop a communications framework that the Task Force, Steering Committee, and staff
can implement when future achievements and initiatives arise. A successful communications
framework will:
• Create a standardized process and design for a variety of different topics and key messages
• Define best practices and guidance for creating engaging content and messaging
• Include a toolkit of communication materials that can be used as templates for future
communications
• Determine the most effective content distribution channels for each target audience group
Tasks:
Educate and provide written tips and guidance to the IPRTF members and/or staff on how to
create an effective message and content that is tailored to a specific audience, using best
practices for public communication of local government information. Task Force members
should be able to create a targeted message on a topic and direct staff to develop and deliver
related content.
Create templates for content and outreach materials that can be used in future campaigns, such
as brochures, infographics, community presentations, press releases and other media
announcements, newsletters, social media content, and other marketing materials
Identify all potential target audience groups, such as policy-makers, Tribes, BIPOC community,
low-income communities, individuals with lived experience in the criminal justice system,
service providers, partner agencies, business owners and employees, local media, community
influencers, etc.
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Analyze and identify where the target audience groups get their news and how they prefer to
engage with local government.
Determine the most strategic communication methods for each target audience group,
including: content attributes (for example, the effectiveness of personal stories vs. data),
outreach materials, and distribution channels, such as optimizing the use of the County website,
direct outreach, social media, speaking at events, public forums, infographics, newsletters,
traditional media, and other materials, etc..
Evaluate the current communication efforts to determine what is working, what is not working,
and what is missing.
Create a final report to the Task Force that includes:
1. An Excel spreadsheet that lists all target audience groups and the appropriate content
type and distribution channel(s) for each group
2. Templates for future marketing and outreach materials
3. Recommendations for improvements to existing communications efforts

III.

Qualifications
The individual consultant and/or team should have:
• Minimum of 4 years’ experience in a marketing communications field
• Minimum of 2 years’ experience with web-based marketing campaigns
• Demonstrated experience in public relations and communications from a government agency
• Excellent writing/editing and verbal communication skills
• Graphical design and layout experience
• Knowledge of social media strategies highly desired
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Whatcom County Crisis Stabilization Center
Admission Considerations
1. Voluntary stay:
a. 18 years of age or older
b. “you can ask to leave”
b. “help you find some calm”
c. “start to stabilize you on medications”
d. “offer you a break from…”
f. “willing to have your possessions stored”
2. Conditions requiring initial PCP or emergency department visit for medical clearance:
a. Individuals requiring emergent primary medical care/wound management
b. Individuals in need of IV fluids or IV medication
c. Individuals with active seizures occurring
d. Individuals prescribed medications requiring blood level monitoring to ensure
medical safety (e.g., lithium, Depakote)
3. Conditions that require a higher level of care than offered at Crisis Stabilization Center:
a. Individuals requiring oxygen replacement therapy
b. Individuals unable to complete 5 activities of daily living (ADLs)
•
•
•
•
•

Bathing: personal hygiene and grooming.
Dressing: dressing and undressing.
Transferring: movement and mobility.
Toileting: continence-related tasks
Eating: unassisted

4. Behavior must be suitable for group living:
a. No physical aggression/combativeness (or immediate history of such)
b. Able to engage in treatment/care planning
NOTES:
Detox allows smoking, BUT Mental Health side does not (free nicotine patches to alleviate
symptoms/distress are provided)
The Mental Health side does NOT prescribe controlled substances as part of the
medication regimen (it may be possible for them to continue administration of current
and ongoing prescription in coordination with guest’s medical provider).
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September 20, 2021
Whatcom County Executive Satpal Sidhu
311 Grand Avenue, Suite 108
Bellingham, WA 98225

Whatcom County Councilmembers
311 Grand Avenue, Suite 105
Bellingham, WA 98225

Dear Executive and Councilmembers,
The Incarceration Prevention and Reduction Taskforce (IPRTF) was asked to develop recommendations
for Whatcom County Executive Sidhu and Whatcom County Council to consider regarding American
Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) investments. We recognize the landscape for these decisions is complex and want
to share our perspective on some of the issues that continue to come up as barriers or gaps in services
and that are preventing our community from realizing some of our goals around incarceration prevention
and reduction. The following are four priority areas that we support broad investment in – through the
use of ARPA dollars and/or with other resources:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Behavioral Health Workforce
Pre-trial and Re-entry support
24/7 Mental Health Urgent Care
Supported and Transitional Housing

The goal of the taskforce is to prevent and reduce incarceration – bringing leaders from across the sectors
needed to work together to build systems to achieve that goal. One role of the IPRTF is to focus on building
up the system of diversion and treatment to assist with the complex overlap of behavioral health issues
within the criminal justice system. Taskforce members see how untreated behavioral health issues and
trauma can lead to someone’s involvement with the legal system, and if left untreated, can lead to cycles
of recidivism.
ARPA funds provide a one-time opportunity to make investments in creating systems of care across
Whatcom County. Whatcom County sees a high and unmet need for treatment and mental health
support, and this has been exacerbated by the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic – not only for all the
children, families, and individuals who need support – but for the workforce who is providing support.
The IPRTF supports Whatcom County government’s desire to use ARPA sustainably, as start-up funds,
capital dollars, or catalytic investments in programs that can build sustainability over-time. Additionally,
we request that Whatcom County explore how the recent passing of HB1406, HB1590, the current
Behavioral Health Fund, and the additional Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grants and
Community Mental Health Services Block Grants can provide sustainable and ongoing support for onetime ARPA investments.

Behavioral Health Workforce
Problem: Repeatedly treatment providers, community-based organizations, and skilled professionals are
saying that a lack of people going into the Behavioral Health and support services workforce presents a
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significant challenge in the ability to provide adequate care and to meet demand. Though it will take
layered strategies to see a shift in this, there are things that can be done locally to accompany state,
philanthropic, nonprofit, and higher-ed efforts. Anecdotally, one local mental health service provider has
seen over 100 vacancies unfilled in recent months. Salaries are not commensurate to training and
education requirements, the job itself is stressful and taxing at times, and with the cost of living and
housing prices in Whatcom County rising, it is hard to recruit and retain adequate talent.
Opportunities:
- Evaluate the possibility of implementing hiring and retention bonuses for frontline behavioral health
positions
- Support and develop workforce bridge strategies, such as apprenticeships for laypeople with proper
supervision and tuition assistance.
- Ensure programs have the depth and breadth of clinicians to maintain favorable staff to patient ratios
and quality outcomes.
- Advocate for strategies to increase industry salaries – whether through philanthropy, reimbursement
rates, working with the Health Care Authority and Center for Medicaid
- Provide relocation support for those moving to the area. (It can cost $10,000+ to move across the
country for example).
- Invest in organizations working on long-term strategies and develop strategic relationships and
partnerships to advance this goal.

Pre-Trial and Re-Entry Support
Problem: The Criminal Justice system exists to ensure public safety, accountability and consequences for
actions that harm others, and to allow for correction and rehabilitation for individuals who have
committed crimes. The COVID-19 pandemic has stalled the processing of individuals through the system
but has also demonstrated some progress in incarceration reduction through the constraints put on jail
bookings. There is an opportunity to set individuals up for success during the extremely vulnerable times
of pre-trial and re-entry. Ensuring the pre-trial services and re-entry supports are robustly staffed and
provided enhanced training to serve this population is an opportunity to keep people from recidivating or
from having to enter the jail.
Opportunities:
- Invest in staffing and capacity for Pre-Trial and Re-Entry services.
- Provide trainings and ongoing education in how to be trauma-informed; best practices and evidencebased approaches; and diversity, equity, and inclusion for probation, pre-trial, law enforcement, and
re-entry specialists
- Hire specialized Navigators/Case-Managers whose role would be to support individuals through all
aspects of the criminal justice system – from arrest to re-entry – with the mind-set of re-entry from
the very beginning.

24/7 Mental Health Emergency Center
Problem: With legislative reforms making significant impact on local law enforcement’s ability to respond
to calls and provide support, and with a treatment and diversion system working to scale up and needing
investments, there is nowhere for individuals to go on their own accord, or for mental health professionals
to refer to in a moment of crisis.
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Opportunity: Use ARPA dollars to build a Mental Health Urgent Care program – this could be a 24/7 facility
open to the public for anyone who is in a mental health crisis to access and be provided care, treatment,
support, and referrals that are needed. This would be different than the Crisis Stabilization Center in that
services would be broader and accessible to anyone in the community. We recognize much research and
exploration of this model would need to be done and are including this as a high priority based on input
from Emergency Medical Services and community members who have experience going through the
currently available system. Example: Behavioral Health Urgent Care, Providence.

Supported and Transitional Housing
Problem: The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in many individuals losing their incomes, jobs, and even
their housing. There are some supported housing programs for individuals who need additional casemanagement support when they are working through mental health or substance use disorders. There is
not a continuum of support however, and when individuals “graduate” from these programs, they are
often left without help or resource at an exceedingly vulnerable time.
Opportunities:
- Invest in and develop a continuum of supported housing, including recovery-oriented step-down
programs to help participants who are transitioning from needing a high level of support but who
aren’t ready for zero support.
- Use ARPA dollars to acquire properties (like the newly established Recovery House) designated for reentry support or graduated supports – this also helps remove a barrier for those with a criminal record
as many traditional landlords will not rent to individuals who have been convicted of a crime, and this
can lead to despair, homelessness, and recidivism.
- Build in a spectrum of programming that meets people where they physically are with access to
supports, therapies, and job training. Example: White Feather Re-Entry, Tacoma, WA

Additional Priorities
Knowing that the Whatcom County Executive and Council are seeking input from a number of community
groups, the IPRTF would like to also express support for investments in strategies and programs that
support child and family success, as the science shows that early childhood experiences can have dramatic
impacts on whether someone ends up on a trajectory of success, or one that leads to poverty,
homelessness, substance use disorders, behavioral health disorders, or incarceration. Youth mental
health supports and making sure families have the resources and care they need as the community
transitions out of the pandemic is a high priority when it comes to upstream prevention efforts as they
relate to the IPRTF and its goals. There IPRTF would like to emphasize this priority and highlight the lack
of resources and supports for youth in Whatcom County.
The IPRTF would like to also underscore the importance of investing in data and where possible, using
ARPA funds to build the infrastructure and connectivity between databases and systems to allow for
meaningful analysis of the criminal justice system. As a community, it is impossible to know if
improvements have been made or if investments saw a return if there is not an ability to measure, utilize,
and analyze data.

Support and Partnership
The Incarceration Prevention and Reduction Taskforce is optimistic and hopeful about the work ahead to
create meaningful and successful pathways of diversion for our some of our most vulnerable and hard-to-
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serve community members. We offer our support and partnership in advancing this vision and are at the
ready to serve and support the development and implementation of these strategies. We recognize that
there is much need and more to do, and we believe these issues have been impacted and made worse by
the pandemic and are cornerstone opportunities to make a considerable difference in Whatcom County.

It is the understanding that ARPA funds may be allocated broadly within the scope of the following five categories
(italicized categories directly connected to Behavioral Health priorities):
Supporting public health expenditures by funding COVID-19 mitigation efforts, medical expenses, behavioral
healthcare, and certain public health and safety staff.
Addressing negative economic impacts caused by the pandemic, including economic harms to workers, households,
small businesses, impacted industries, and the public sector.
Replacing lost public sector revenue, using this funding to provide government services to the extent of the
reduction in revenue experienced due to the pandemic.
Providing premium pay for essential workers, offering additional support to “those who have and will bear the
greatest health risks because of their service in critical infrastructure sectors.”
Investing in water, sewer, and broadband infrastructure, making investments to improve access to clean drinking
water, support wastewater and stormwater infrastructure, and expanding access to broadband internet.
Respectfully,

Stephen Gockley, Task Force Co-Chair
c:

Jack Hovenier, Task Force Co-Chair

Incarceration Prevention and Reduction Task Force Members (via email)
Correspondence file
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1.

Call to Order

Committee Co-Chair Raylene King called the meeting to order at 11:34 a.m. The meeting was held via
remote-only Zoom Webinar.
Members Present:

Arlene Feld, Stephen Gockley, Raylene King, Darlene Peterson, Eric Richey, Flo Simon, Donnell
Tanksley, Bruce Van Glubt, Maia Vanyo, Doug Chadwick (proxy for Bill Elfo), Perry Mowery
(proxy for Jackie Mitchell)

Members Absent:

Bill Elfo, David Freeman, Deborah Hawley, Jackie Mitchell, Moonwater

2.

Next Steps for Domestic Violence Offender Treatment (00:01:08)
Committee members discussed next steps, including:
• The lack of treatment providers
• Recruiting and training specialist officers with training on domestic violence and behavioral health
• Funding treatment by getting the small city councils involved to pay for services to indigent
individuals
• Reaching out to treatment providers to let them know funding is available
• Funding for civil attorneys and legal aid for those involved in a domestic violence situation in child
custody and divorce proceedings
• Improve access to effective treatment, including applying pressure to the State Health Care
Authority and Medicaid insurers
• Finding evidence-based treatment and research on new standards for treatment
• Possibly using the Department of Justice federal grant funding for demonstration projects fund
opportunities that will determine the effectiveness of treatment
• Engaging an agency in Eastern Washington that can provide remote services
• The need for domestic violence treatment services from drug and alcohol treatment providers
• Whether the North Sound Behavioral Health Administrative Services Organization can try to get
funding from the State and other organizations
• The possibility of family functional therapy treatment when juveniles are involved in domestic
violence cases
VanGlubt will reach out to drug and alcohol providers, with approval of the District Court judges.
Mowery will ask the BHASO about including funding for DV treatment in the HCA contract with MCOs

3.

Recommendations for amendments to State legislation on police reforms (00:30:40)

King and Chadwick reported on a recent meeting to come up with recommendations to the State
legislature:
• The most concerning area that needs further review and changes has to do with use of force and
behavioral health crisis response
• There are limitations to taking someone into protective custody so they can take them to the
hospital or treatment
• Law enforcement must consider several tactics when considering duty of reasonable care to try
and work with folks to deescalate a situation.
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•
•
•
•

They must clarify the interpretation of “imminent” when gauging threats, including how they
pertain to juvenile runaways
The need for consistency between involuntary treatment laws and the new policing reform laws
There is misunderstanding about defining reasonable suspicion
More clarification on how they came up with removing reasonable suspicion

Committee members discussed the complication of officer interaction and de-escalation with known
offenders; legislative intent vs plain meaning of the legislation; potential for racial profiling with the use of
reasonable suspicion; whether the community understands the problem with removing reasonable suspicion; how
to respond to individuals who need to be transported to the crisis stabilization center, but don’t rise to the level of
imminent threat; impacts on the goal to include involuntary certification at the crisis stabilization center, and; how
to address the reality of racial profiling.
Richey will meet with the small workgroup to develop specific language, and submit it to the Steering
Committee for its November meeting.
4.

Task Force Communications (01:04:00)
Possible public communications topic messages for a communications consultant to develop may include:
• Law enforcement training
• New jail diversion programs
• The need for domestic violence offender treatment
• Changes from the Prosecutor’s Office and overall criminal justice system, such as the law
enforcement assisted diversion (LEAD) program

5.

Topics for Year-End report to County Council
This item was not discussed and will be held to the next meeting.

6.

Other Business
There was no other business.

7.

Public Comment
There were no public comments.

8.

Adjourn
The meeting adjourned at 12:40 p.m.
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